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Have you ever gotten so lost in an enjoyable activity that you lost track of time and space? So
involved in the activity that your mind, body, and spirit become connected and transcend to a state
of shear enjoyment? This is called “flow” and is one way that we can find well-being and recovery
through leisure.
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In my last year of university, I
Deciding that it was time to
had to do an analysis on my
address this, I went on a
personal leisure for an
journey of discovering what I
assignment. I realized that
enjoy doing in my leisure time
despite studying leisure and
and searched for activities that
recreation academically for
provided me with growth,
many years, my personal
challenge and relaxation.
It
leisure choices were awful! I
took time;
I tired yoga,
had no hobbies.
I had
languages, pottery, karate,
interests but they were often
swimming, cycling, and more.
overcome by the lure of
My journey was a success with
television and playing on the
an unexpected outcome: I
computer. I needed a change
found that the activities that I
if I was to see for myself the
enjoyed the most had an extra
benefits of leisure that I had
element; the experience of flow.
been advocating to others:
the benefits to our mental
M .
Artist: Shirley Hammond P s y c h o l o g i s t
health and well-being. We
Csikszentmihalyi defined the
use leisure as a coping strategy to temporarily
flow experience as "the holistic sensation
escape, provide mood enhancement, and
that people feel when they act with total
companionship (Iwasaki and Mannell 2000).
involvement,” (Csikszentmihalyi 1977).
During the experience “the ego falls away.
Often, leisure is one area in our life that we
Time flies. Every action, movement, and
have increased control over. Leisure is what
thought follows inevitably from the previous
we enjoy doing to unwind, relax, have fun and
one, like playing jazz. Your whole being is
we choose it. We gain self-awareness and
involved, and you are using your skills to the
stretch our personal limits through our leisure
utmost” (Csikszentmihalyi quoted in Wired
activities. Our recreation time is a very
Magazine 1996). Additionally, flow
important element of well-being, but one that
experiences have been found to release
is often overlooked.
dopamine (Koepp 1998), a neurotransmitters
that elevates mood, helping us to feel happy.
Continued on page 3...
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Happiness is Contagious
Harvard Medical School Study
Happiness spreads through social networks like an emotional contagion according to a study that
looked at nearly 5,000 individuals over a period of 20 years. When an individual becomes happy, the
network effect can be measured up to three degrees. One person’s happiness triggers a chain reaction
that benefits not only his friends, but his friends’ friends, and his friends’ friends’ friends. The effect lasts
for up to one year. Conversely, sadness does not spread through social networks as robustly as
happiness.
"We have known for a long time that there is a direct relationship between one person's happiness and
another's," says study co-author James H. Fowler, PhD. "But this study shows that indirect relationships
also affect happiness. We found a statistical relationship not just between your happiness and your friends' happiness, but between
your happiness and your friends' friends' friends' happiness."
The researchers were able to recreate the social networks of 4,739 Framingham participants whose happiness was measured from
1983 to 2003. A standard test for assessing happiness was used, which included questions like "I felt hopeful about the future," and "I
was happy."
Important family changes for each participant, such as a birth, death, marriage or divorce, were also recorded. The participants were
also asked to name family members, close friends, co-workers, and neighbours.
Because many of these contacts were also study participants, the researchers were able to identify more than 50,000 social and family
ties, and analyze the spread of happiness through the group.
Continued on page 7...

Journaling for You
Compiled By Mikayla Goving
Getting to more about yourself can be as easy as picking up a pen. One of the simplest and most effective ways to gain personal
wisdom and nurture your spirit is to journal.
For me, a journal is a place to write out my goals and dreams, reflect on daily occurrences, and work through feelings or problems.
Journaling has helped me to ease some worries, expand my creativity and tap into deeper layers of who I am.
Keeping a journal can help you discover more about yourself and unleash wisdom you did not know you possessed. At other times,
your journal will challenge you to think more deeply about people, places and situations that are difficult to go to. Your journal will
always come from you, helping you learn to trust your decisions and take action.
Your journals can also be a place to return to in years to come. You will be able to look back on how far you have come, how your
priorities have changed or what goals you have reached. Your journal will contain both the good and bad, to allow you to learn more
about who you are, what you need and where you may be going.
In addition to the emotional and psychological benefits, studies show that journaling can decrease the symptoms of asthma, arthritis,
and other health conditions, improve cognitive functioning and counteracts many of the negative effects of stress (About.com).
How to Journal

•

Use what works for you. Some people prefer
to write out their thoughts by hand, others
prefer to type on a computer.

•

Keep writing. Do not erase or cross out any
words. Accidental thoughts may reveal some
deeper issues that you need to address.

•

Write in a quiet place, free from distraction or
interruptions.

•

•

Write quickly, allowing the words to flow
freely from your subconscious

Date each entry in your journal. Note any
details you may want to reflect on in the future,
such as time of day, your emotional state, or
individuals you have interacted with that day.
Continued on page 7...
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Ask Reeves
By: Paul Reeve
What is “Ask Reeves”? This is a Q&A column related to advocacy
questions that individuals facing particular issues or barriers, as a
result of experiencing mental health issues, would like addressed. The
column will remain completely anonymous and the issue
addressed will only be responded to by Paul.

Question
The doctor told me it was important to have a particular
treatment. I am not sure about it, but the doctor is not giving
me other options to try instead. What can I do about this?
Answer
I think it is important to trust your intuition and explore why
you are hesitant. Think about any possible side effects and any
long term impacts of the treatment. Explore what alternative
treatments or approaches might be helpful in this circumstance
and who could be contacted to help explore this topic.
Most knowledgeable people giving advice or suggestions are well
meaning and their information should be taken seriously.
However, it is you who will experience the consequences of any
treatment you undertake, including any adverse effects. This

means you have a responsibility to make an informed decision
before you start to minimize any risks.
The Self Help Alliance principles of recovery support people
having a voice and choice in their treatment and supports. We
want services that are flexible and tailored to meet individual
needs. While it can be a little intimidating to go to the doctor or
other provider with your own information, I think it is important
to be assertive, discuss your needs and get your doctors opinion.
You may choose a different approach than your practitioner
suggests and they may be willing to help you monitor it.
Remember that it is everyone’s right and responsibility to make
the most informed decisions about their own health care prior
to consenting to any treatment.

If you have advocacy questions or you would like to submit to
“Ask Reeves” contact Paul Reeve, Advocacy Coordinator,
directly at 519.763.4014, leave a message at 519.766.4315 ext.
232, or email reevep@self-help.ca. Please note that we will only
print a selected number of comments in each newsletter due to
space limitations. If you do not see your questions in print, please
note Paul responds to all questions on an individual basis.

Go With the Flow
By: Keely Phillips
...Continued from page 1.

How does one get into ‘the flow’?

How does it feel to be in “the flow”?

• Create time for activities that you
enjoy
• Find a calm, comfortable
environment for these activities
• Minimize distractions
• Relax – allow yourself to get into
the activity
• Try new activities

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Completely involved, focused, concentrating; due
either to innate curiosity or as the result of training
Sense of ecstasy; of being outside everyday reality
Great inner clarity, knowing what needs to be done
and how well it is going
Knowing the activity is doable; that the skills are
adequate, and neither anxious or bored
Sense of serenity; no worries about self, feeling of
growing beyond the boundaries of ego. Afterwards
feeling of transcending ego in ways not thought possible
Timelessness; thoroughly focused on present, do not
notice time passing
Intrinsic motivation; whatever produces “flow”
becomes its own reward

Flow can be achieved through any activity – even work. It can be
found in reading a book, playing a video game, running, swimming,
creating art, or in my case, writing this article.

So ahead and get into the flow!

(Sources:
Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (1977). Beyond Boredom and Anxiety, Jossey Bass.
Iwasaki, Y., & Mannell, R.C. (2000). Hierarchical dimensions of leisure stress-coping. Leisure Sciences, 22, 161-183.
Koepp, M.J., Gunn, R.N., Lawrence, A.D., Cunningham, V.J. Dagher, A. Jones, T., Brooks, D.J. Bench C. J., Grasby, P.M. (1998). Evidence for stiatal dopamine release during
a video game. Nature, 393, 266-268.
Geirland, John. “Go with the flow”. Wired Magazine. 4.09. September 1996. http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/4.09/czik_pr.html)
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How to Find Yourself
Compiled By Mikayla Goving
Finding yourself is an enlightening experience. You become self-sufficient. You can do things for others without any expectations of
return. Finding yourself is not easy, but is worth it. It is important to note that finding yourself, like recovery, is more about the
journey than the destination. I am still on that journey myself. I hope that working towards finding myself will help me set future goals
and live my life to the fullest. Here are some steps that may help you get started. Only choose to do the ones that appeal to you:

1. Figure out your values and vision for life: What do you
value in life and what is most important to you? Research the
vision and values of different organizations, such as the Self Help
Alliance. Would you want to apply any of these values to your
own life? Take your time, there is no due date and you are
always able to make changes as your life changes.
2. Come to terms with
the past: You cannot
drive forward if you are
always gazing through
your rear view mirror. If
the issues are too big for
you to come to terms
with on your own, seek
support from friends,
family or professionals.
Artist: Christine Boot

3. Realize some people still think you stink: Forget about
what everyone else thinks, you cannot please everyone. While
you might not want to disappoint the people close to you, they
should want you to be happy. "He who trims himself to suit
everyone will soon whittle himself away." ~ Raymond Hull
4. Spend some time with yourself: Get away from the
hustle and bustle. Take some time each day to go for a long
walk and think, or take a long road trip. Whatever you do,
move away from anything that distracts you from contemplating
your life and where you want it to go. When you are spending
time alone, you should feel independent and self-sufficient, not
lonely, needy or afraid.

5. Ask yourself questions, lots and lots of questions: Make
sure some are difficult, and dare to look at the big pictures, such
as:
• If I had all the resources in the world, what would I be doing
with my day to day life and why?
• Looking at your life right now, what would the following
people say about you at your funeral: A family member; A
friend; A co-worker; A community member ? How is this
different from what you would want them to say about you
and your life?
• Most importantly—what do you think of yourself and why? If
your thoughts about yourself are negative, what can you do to
change that?
6. Write down your answers: Beyond your time alone, it is
easy for these thoughts to slip to the back of your mind and be
forgotten. If you have them written down, for example in a journal
(see page 2), you can review your notes and take it a step further,
instead of answering the same questions all over again.
7. Act upon your newly discovered knowledge. Do the
things that you want to do! Pick up those water-colours. Write a
short story, take a class, tell the truth. Whatever it is, start being
and doing it now.
8. Be ready for bumps in the road: Finding yourself is a
journey, not a destination. There will be times when the bumps
knock you over. Understand and accept that these are part of the
process. It is not always easy, but you will be rewarded for getting
back up. When you are yourself, everyone will respect you more
and treat you kindly. Best of all, you will always feel good about
yourself.

“What you think of me is none of my business”
Wayne Dyer
Additional Tips

•
•
•
•
•
•

Resist the urge to feel like you are the only one going through this, all people of all ages are still learning and growing.
“People often say that this or that person has not yet found himself. But the self is not something one finds, it is something one
creates.” ~Thomas Szasz, "Personal Conduct," The Second Sin, 1973.
Be yourself and make sure no one influences who you are. Other people are influencing who they think you are or who they
want you to be, making if even more difficult to find yourself.
“What you think of me is none of my business.” ~ Wayne Dyer.
Do not be afraid to sleep on it. You have your whole life to learn and make decisions. You are more likely to make positive
progress if your mind is calm and rested.
Be forgiving and learn to let go.
(Sources: 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Stephen R. Covey.
http://www.ehow.com/how_2083242_find-yourself.html)
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor
After reading an article in a past edition of Changing Lives, I was
troubled by a particular statement. I am absolutely certain that
the author did not mean to perpetuate stigma in the article,
but when the author refers to individuals with developmental
disabilities as “retarded,” this serves to perpetuate stigma
against this population. For many people the word “retarded”
is considered hate language. Additionally, it also seems that
the author is comparing mental illness to intellectual disability
and the inference that I took from the last sentence is that
people with a lived experience live productive lives while those
with intellectual disabilities do not.
~ A.R.
Dear A.R.
Thank you very much for your feedback. While trying to
combat stigma in one area, we can unintentionally further
create stigma in another. We welcome the opportunity to
have this issue raised and appreciate the sensitivity of the
subject.

The Self Help Alliance believes that all people, no matter their
challenges or circumstances, are able to live full and productive
lives. In no way do we intend to offend others by any materials in
our newsletters. We feel it is important to explore and challenge
the meaning of words in our society today, and to examine the
intent behind the use of such words.
Thank you again for your open and honest feedback and this
opportunity to further challenge ourselves and our readers to the
impact “words” can have.
Send along your comments or views about topics in this newsletter
or other topics related to the mental health system.
Please note that we will only print a selected number of comments
in each newsletter due to space limitations. Please send your letters
to:
c/o Self Help Alliance, Newsletter Editor
1 - 9 Wellington St., Cambridge, ON N1R 3Y4
Or Email:
govingm@self-help.ca

A Personal Story
By J.K.B.
In a conversation with my mother, she said to me... "I feel so
responsible. If only I could have protected you, the arc of your
life could have been so different." She shed a tear.

...I wouldn't have developed my sense of intuition so keenly
...I wouldn't have had the opportunity to demonstrate my resilience

I thought to myself, maybe.

If I hadn't been a victim of a childhood sexual assault and been
silent,

...I wouldn't have known how truly wise and grounded I am
...I wouldn't have been such an academic overachiever if I didn't
need one place in my life where I felt confident and clear

and
If I hadn't been diagnosed early in my life as having "major
clinical depression with dysthymia indicators",
then,
maybe...

...I wouldn't have been as driven in my career to succeed at a young
age
...I wouldn't have pursued music as a child if I didn't need the
escape of melody, passion, poetry
...I wouldn't have needed to work so hard at developing ways of
taking care of myself
...I wouldn't have been as committed to one relationship as a
teenager, wouldn't have married my husband and had my beautiful
child

Artist: Mikayla Goving

...I wouldn't be as strong.
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Reaching Out - Tools for Recovery
By Deborah Deforest
Aniseed and Fennel. Munching on
aniseed mixed with fennel can help combat
the bad breath that accompanies dry
mouth. In fact, many Indian restaurants have
a bowl of anise and fennel available to
remove pungent food odors from your
breath. Mix a few teaspoons of aniseed and
fennel, place in a covered bowl, and keep
on the table.

Dry Mouth
We all need saliva to moisten and cleanse our
mouths and digest food. Saliva also prevents infection
by controlling bacteria and fungi in the mouth.
When we do not produce enough saliva, our mouth
gets dry and uncomfortable. This is commonly known
as dry mouth. Everyone has a dry mouth once in a
while; if they are nervous, upset or under stress. In
addition, dry mouth can be a side effect for a variety
of medications.
If you have a dry mouth all or most of the time, it can be
uncomfortable and can lead to serious health problems. It can also
be a sign of certain diseases and conditions. Fortunately, there are
many effective treatments for dry mouth.
Home Remedies for Dry Mouth
If a tall glass of water does not do the trick, some of the home
remedies found below should help relieve the discomfort that
results from a dry mouth.
Sugar. Since dehydration is a major cause of dry mouth, it is vital
to restore electrolytes to the body. This kitchen-made elixir works
like a commercially prepared sports drink but is much less
expensive:
Mix 1 teaspoon salt, 1/2 teaspoon baking soda, and 1 tablespoon
sugar into a cup of water. Mix in a dash of lemon, lime, or orange
for added flavor. Drink 1 cup a day or more following heavy
exercise, vomiting, or a bad case of diarrhea.
Celery. Munching on such waterlogged snacks as celery sticks
helps stimulate the saliva glands and adds moisture to your mouth.
Should your sweet tooth strike, suck on sugarless candies.
Definitely stay away from sugar-filled treats, since they promote
decay in an already vulnerable mouth.
Liquids. If the salivary glands are down for the count, you will
need all the reinforcements you can muster to help get food down.
Try to complement each dish with sauce, gravy, broth, butter, or
yogurt. Food will be easier to swallow. Another option is to stick
to soft, liquid foods, such as stews, soups, and noodle dishes.
Parsley. A dry mouth is not only uncomfortable, but it often
brings out bad breath. This double whammy can ruin just about any
social situation. Luckily, battling bad breath is easy. See that parsley
on your plate? The restaurant may put it there for decoration, but
it can serve a more useful purpose. This herb is a natural breath
sweetener, and it provides ample amounts of vitamins A and C,
calcium, and iron.
Water. Tap or bottled, whichever way you drink water is fine...
just drink plenty of it. Make sure to accompany every meal with a
glass of water.

Cayenne pepper. A dry mouth often
inhibits taste buds from distinguishing sour, sweet, salty, and
bitter flavors. A mouth-watering method to stimulate saliva
production and bolster those buds is to sprinkle red pepper
(cayenne) on your food or mix it into tomato juice. Better yet,
prepare an entire meal around red pepper, which acts as
nature's wake-up call, stimulating salivary glands, sweat glands,
and tear ducts. Go south of the border with some spicy salsas
or make that favorite 3-alarm chili.
Rosemary. Store-bought mouthwashes overflow with germkilling alcohol, which is also a drying agent. Read labels, and do
not purchase any mouthwash that contains alcohol. Better yet,
reach into your spice rack and pull out rosemary, mint, and
aniseed to make a refreshing herbal mouthwash.
Combine 1 teaspoon dried rosemary, 1 teaspoon dried mint,
and 1 teaspoon aniseed with 2 1/2 cups boiling water. Cover
and steep for 15 to 20 minutes. Strain and refrigerate. Use as a
gargle.
Tips to Remember:

•

•

•

•

Close that trap. Sleeping with your mouth wide open
invites a dry mouth in the morning. Before falling asleep,
make a conscious effort to breathe through your nose.
Breathe steam. It helps moisturize nasal passages and
airways. Be careful to not breathe in too close to the
source and get a burn.
Practice good hygiene. Without saliva, the mouth and
teeth are more susceptible to decay and infection. Brush
and floss regularly.
Cut down on coffee and alcohol consumption. Both
are diuretics and can leave your mouth feeling as dry as the
Sahara.

(Source: http://health.howstuffworks.com)

Send along your comments about a recovery tool that assisted you
on your recovery journey, or a recovery related question. Please
note that we will only print a selected number of comments in each
newsletter due to space limitations.
Please send your letters to:
Deb Deforest, Self Help Alliance Team Leader
c/o Self Help Alliance, Newsletter Editor
1—9 Wellington St., Cambridge, ON N1R 3Y4
Or Email:
deforestd@self-help.ca
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Pandora Paradox

Happiness is Contagious

By: Andrew Charles Wilson

Harvard Medical School Study
...Continued from page 2.

pandora paradox
my eyes have opened
it is seen all at once
1000 truths
1000 lies
what was at once right
is also wrong
i thought i knew who i was
now i don’t know what i have become
what i believed in: lies
what i stood for: i now defy
i can’t hide now
my ignorance is gone
the truths i’ve seen
the lies i believed
my eyes: now open
my wish: stitch them shut
i wish to live the lie
...just one more time
pandora paradox

They concluded that the happiness of an immediate social contact
increased an individual's chances of becoming happy by 15%.
The happiness of a second degree contact, such as the spouse of a
friend, increases the likeliness of becoming happy by 10%. The
happiness of a third degree contact, or the friend of a friend of a
friend, increases the likelihood of becoming happy by 6%.
Having more friends also increased happiness, but having friends
who were happy was a much bigger influence on happiness.
These findings do not mean you should avoid unhappy people, but
you should spread happiness whenever you can.
"We need to think of happiness as a collective phenomenon," he
says. "If I come home in a bad mood, I may be missing an
opportunity to make not just my wife and
son happy, but their friends."
(Sources:
Who can your happiness influence?

www.washingtonpost.com
www.time.com
www.webmd.com)

Journaling for You
Compiled By Mikayla Goving
...Continued from page 2.

the central idea in the center of the page
and circle it. Then, without pause, make
associations, placing them in new
bubbles and tying them to the main idea.
The result is a complex set of ideas,
many of which you did not even know
you had. You can later choose to
reorganize those thoughts in a new way,
or simply move on.

After you have finished a journal
entry, take a walk or get up for a
glass of water before you reread
your entry. Be kind to yourself when
you read; this is not a literary
challenge, it is for you only. Once
you have reread your entry, write a
sentence or two about what you
think the piece is trying to tell you.
If the subject is a delicate one, there is nothing wrong with
putting off rereading for a few hours, days, even weeks. Some
entries you may not read again at all, the insight often comes
from the act of writing itself.
Writer’s Block
Some days, you may sit down with your pen or in front of your
monitor and nothing happens, you are stuck. There are many
different techniques you can try to help when you do not know
how to start. The important thing is to explore the underlying
layers of your mind using whatever way works for you.
Get creative with the techniques you use. You can draw pictures,
or make a collage from a magazine. Clustering is one method
that works well when the ideas are not flowing on their own. Put

Journaling Resources
Online, at your local bookstore or library, you can find many
guides that can help you with your journaling, whether you have
been writing for a long time or are new to journaling.
Here are five journal questions to get you started:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Describe a dream you had recently. Provide as many details
as possible.
When you were a child, what did you want to be when you
grew up? How has that changed?
When you are criticized, you feel…
What is it like to be touched by someone you love?
Describe that feeling.
Some little things I often forget to enjoy are …
(Sources: About.com: Stress Management.
JournalforYou.com)
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Contact Us
See below for the shared staffing
update since our last issue:

Self Help Alliance
Shared Staff
Catherine Bassarab
Executive Assistant
P: 519.766.4315 ext. 263
E: bassarabc@self-help.ca
Kathy Briggs
Executive Director
P: 519.766.4315 ext. 268
E: briggsk@self-help.ca
Deborah Deforest
Self Help Alliance Team Leader
P: 519.570.4595 x 287
E: deforestd@self-help.ca
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Stuff To Make You Laugh!
I am getting to the age where happy hour... is a nap!
~Dan Brazil
Autumn is a season for big decisions … like whether
or not it is too late to start spring cleaning.
~ halife.com

I said to god “Why don’t you take away all the pain and misery in the world?”…then answer I
heard was “If I did, nobody would talk to me.”
~Dan Brazil
Laughter is good for your health (Source: www.helpguide.org)
• Laughter relaxes the whole body. A good, hearty laugh relieves physical tension and stress,
leaving your muscles relaxed for up to 45 minutes after.
• Laughter boosts the immune system. Laughter decreases stress hormones and increases
immune cells and infection-fighting antibodies, thus improving your resistance to disease.
• Laughter triggers the release of endorphins, the body’s natural feel-good chemicals.
Endorphins promote an overall sense of well-being and can even temporarily relieve pain.

Mikayla Goving
Self Help Coordinator
P: 519.623.6024
E: govingm@self-help.ca
Tom Moull
Self Help Entrepreneurship &
Self Help Facilitator
P: 519.763.4014
VMB: 519.766.4315 x 267
E: moullt@self-help.ca
Paul Reeve
Advocacy Coordinator
P: 519.763.4014
VMB: 519.766.4315 x 232
E: reevep@self-help.ca
Allan Strong
Recovery Education Coordinator
P: 519.570.4595 x 289
E: stronga@self-help.ca

The views expressed are
those of the authors’ and do
not necessarily reflect those
of the Self Help Alliance.

News and Updates
The Self Help Alliance has been Officially Incorporated!
On June 22, 2009, Cambridge Active Self Help, Mood Disorders Association Waterloo
Region, Waterloo Region Self Help, and Wellington-Dufferin Self Help have merged
together to become officially incorporated as the Self Help Alliance Waterloo
Wellington. We want to thank everyone who was involved in the process of making
this happen. For more information, please visit our new website,
www.self-help-alliance.ca
Self Help Alliance Alumni Events
Each site is inviting past and current members to come together for sharing
experiences and telling stories. If you consider yourself a Self Help Alum, and have a
story to share, we would love to hear from you! Please see insert for details or contact
your local Self Help Alliance site.

